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1. Introduction 
In 1956 KuRT ENDL [2] posed and solved the following problem: If 
k is a natural number, does there exist an "Orthogonalisierungsverfahren" 
generating polynomials of the form, 
If the interval of orthogonality is real, the cases k = 1 and k = 2 are 
well-known; for instance take the Laguerre and Hermite polynomials 
respectively. In the latter case k=2 we have: 
The interval of orthogonality is symmetric with respect to 0 and the 
weight function is even ~ The system of orthogonal polynomials contains 
only even and odd polynomials. For an arbitrary natural number k, 
E~DL's solution is as follows: 
A starS in the complex plane is defined as the system of sets ("rays") 
2ni ,l 
S;.(.?.=O, 1, ... , k-1) where S,~={zlz=reT, O;;;r;;;R}. 
Let furthermore p be a weight function possessing rotational symmetry 
( 2ni) with respect to S, more precisely let p(z) = p z · e T . Define an inner 
product in the space of polynomials in a complex variable z over the 
field of complex numbers by I) 
k-1 
(1.2) (P, Q)= ! f P(z)Q(z)p(z)ldzl, 
.<~o S,< 
then the system {Pn(z)}~ of orthogonal polynomials obtained by the 
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process applied to powers of the complex 
variable z with respect to the inner product (1.2) generates only poly-
nomials of the form (1.1), compare ENDL [2]. 
In the cases k = 1 and k = 2 there exists a "formal" analog in the following 
sense: 
Let W denote the space of all polynomials in an indeterminate x over 
the field of complex numbers and Q a linear functional on W given by 
I) P(x) · Q(x) is the polynomial obtained by formal multiplication of the poly-
nomials P(x) and Q(x). The bar, as usual, denotes complex conjugation. Compare 
also (1.3). 
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.Q(xn)=Cn, (n=O, 1, 2, ... ), where {cn}g" is a quasi normal sequence i.e. 
all determinants lcHil~;~o differ from zero. For arbitrary elements P, 
Q E W we define an inner product by 
(1.3) (P, Q)=.Q[P(x) ·Q(x)]. 
There exists a uniquely determined sequence of monic polynomials 
orthogonal with respect to the inner product in (1,3), (or equivalently 
with respect to the sequence {cn}g"). If the sequence {cn+l}go is also quasi 
normal and {B~1>(x)}g" is the sequence of polynomials orthogonal with 
respect to the sequence {cn+l}go, then these two systems can be welded 
together as follows in two different ways: 
and 
{B0(x2), xBv(x2), x2B~1>(x2)}~ 0 , 
These new systems are orthogonal with respect to the sequence co, 0, 
c1, 0, c2, 0, .... This is the formal analog in the case k=2. 
Now it follows immediately in the case considered by ENDL, that the 
moments f-ln of the weight function p given by f-ln= I~=~ fs,. znp(z)ldzl 
satisfy f-ln = 0, if n =1= 0 (mod k ). For this reason we consider here sequences 
{dn}g" of complex numbers such that dn=O if n =j= 0 (mod k). We will 
add the condition that the sequence {cn}g" with Cn=dkn, (n=O, 1, 2, ... ) 
is normal (see Definition 3.1.). We then determine a set of polynomials 
orthogonal with respect to a suitable chosen inner product (see Definition 
4.1 and the following theorem) and we show that they have the structure 
of the polynomials in (1.1). For this reason we speak here of "lacunary" 
orthogonal polynomials. We will introduce our systems of orthogonal 
polynomials by means of the Pade table for a formal power series (sections 
3 and 4). 
FRANK [3] also treated lacunary orthogonal polynomials in an in-
determinate x, but there the gaps may be unequal in size (see section 5). 
In a special case FRANK's theory and ours overlap each others partially. 
2. We give here ENDL's main results (compare [2]), listed below as 
E1 and E2. 
El. Let n be a non-negative integer and let n=nk·k+r, where k is 
a fixed natural number, n a non-negative integer and r an integer satis-
fying O~r<k. Put 
"k "k 
Pn(z)=Pnk·k+r(z) = I Pkv+rzkv+r=zr! Pkv+r(zk)v. 
7~0 7~0 
If in the polynomials Pn(z) belonging to the same residue class (e), 
(e=O, 1, ... , k-1), e.g. the set of polynomials 
"' Pkm+e(z) =ze I P~te>(zk)v, (e fixed, m=O, 1, 2, ... ) 
•~o 
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we drop the factor zr! and make the substitution zk = C, then they form 
a system of polynomials p~>(z) orthogonal on the (real) interval [0, Rk] 
with weight function pr!(C) = t:1 - 1 p(c~). The orthogonality relations are 
Rk 
(2.2) (P~r!>, p~>) = f P~r!>(t)P~>(t)p(/(C)dC=O, m=/=n. 
0 
E2. Conversely, if k is a fixed natural number, p(C) a weight function 
on the interval [0, Rk] and {P~>(t)}g" a system of polynomials orthogonal 
211+1 
on the interval [O,Rk] with respect to the weight function pr!(C)=C-k-- 1 
p(C) (e=O, 1, ... , k-1), then the k systems of polynomials {P~>(C)}g" 
(e=O, 1, ... , k-1) can be united to one system by putting Pn(z) =zrp~~(zk). 
This system is orthogonal on the symmetric integration star S, with 
respect to the weight function p(zk). 
3. Some properties of the Pade table for a formal power series. 2) 
Let O(x)=co+c1x+c2x2+ ... denote a formal power series in the inde-
terminate x, with complex coefficients and let co =1= 0. 
A fraction U11.(x)fV11.(x) where p, and y are non-negative integers is 
called a Pade fraction for O(x) if U11.(x) and V11.(x) are polynomials in x, 
U1,.(x) has degree'~' at most and V11.(x) has degree p, at most and the power 
series expansion of U11.(x)fV11.(x) coincides with c0 +c1x+c2x2+ ... up till 
the term in xP+• inclusive. 
In the sequel we will suppose that every Pade fraction U11.(x)fV11.(x) 
s in its irreducible form and normalized such that V11.(0) = 1. These 
fractions are placed on the squares of a table of double entry; U11.(x)fV pv(x) 
on the square with coordinates (p,, Y). If a fraction belongs to more than 
one square, then all the squares occupied by the same fraction form a 
block in the table. A block of order k consists of all squares with coordinates 
(q+r1, p+r2), (r1, r2=0, 1, ... , k-1). Vertices of a block are the coordi-
nates of the squares at the corners of the block. 
Definition 3.1. If for the sequence of complex numbers {cn}g" holds 
that all determinants 
Cv-p Cv-p+1 ... c. 
Cv-p+1 C•-p+2 .. • Cv+1 
, (cr=O, if r<O), 
differ from zero, then the sequence {cn}g" is called ·normal. The power series 
co +c1x+c2x2+ ... and its Pade table are also called normal. 
Definition 3.2. Let k denote a fixed positive integer. If for the 
~uence of complex numbers {dn}8" holds dkn=Cn, dn=O if n ¢- 0 (mod k), 
2) We omit most of the proofs. We refer to the relevant chapter in WALL [7]. 
Compare also: PERRON [6], Ch. V. -
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where the sequence {cn}g" is normal, then the sequence {dn}g" is called k-normal. 
The power series d0 +d1x+dzx2+ ... and its Pade table are also called k-
normal. 
Then we have the following well-known result: 
Theorem 3.1. In a normal Pade table every Pade fraction belongs to 
precisely one square. 
Theorem 3. 2 . In a k-normal Pade table every Pade fraction belongs 
to precisely one block of order k. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let the sequence {dn}g" be k-normal and 
put dkn=Cn (n=O, 1, 2, ... ).The sequence {cn}g" is normal. If U".(x)/V1,.(x) 
is a Pade fraction for the formal power series O(x)=co+clx+czx2 + .... 
we have 
vp.(x)O(x)- up.(x) = Pp.xP+•+2 +0(xP+•+2), 
where P". =!= 0 and U".(x) and V".(x) have precise degree v and f-l respectively 
and where the fractions U".(x)JV".(x) are irreducible. 
The substitution x-+ xk gives 
(3.1) V".(xk)O(xk)- U".(xk) =P".xk~tH•H +O(xk~t+kv+Zk). 
We put V".(xk)= v;p,kv(x), U".(xk)= u;p.kv(x}, D(x)=do+d1x+dzx2+ .... 
Then (3.1} can be rewritten as 
(3.2) V* (x) D(x)- U* (x) = P xk~t+k•+k + O(xk~t+k•+ 2k) kp, kv kp, kv pv 
It is easily seen that the fractions u;p,kv(x)JV:".kv(x).= U".(xk)JV".(xk} 
are also irreducible. 
This means u;p,kv(x)jV;p,kv(x) is the Pade fraction on the square (kf-l, kv) 
of the table for D(x) =d0 +d1x+d2x2+ .... 
From the relation (3.2) it is clear that the fraction u;~t.k•(x)JV;"·k•(x) 
occupies all squares (kf.l+r, v) (r=O, 1, ... , k-1}, but because of Pp.=!=O, 
the fraction Utp.kv(x)JV;",kv(x) doe,s not belong to the square (kf.l+k, v). 
Hence u;p.kv(x)jV;P,k•(x) occupies all squares of the block having vertices 
(kf-l, kv}, (kf-l, kv+k-1}, (kf.l+k-1, kv}, (kf.l+k-1, kv+k-1} 3). This com-
pletes the proof. 
We remark that in this case the table consists of congruent blocks 
fitting together without interstices. At the entry of the table we have 
the block with vertices (0, 0), (0, k-1}, (k-1, 0}, (k-1, k-1}. 
4. Orthogonality properties of a k-normal Pade table. 
Throughout this section k denotes an arbitrary but fixed integer > 0. 
a) The cases k = 1 and k = 2. 
3 ) In the sequel we will refer to this block as the k-block (kp., kv). 
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If the sequence {cn}g" is !-normal e.g. normal, then the orthogonality 
properties are known; compare [4], [5] 4). We state here these results 
without proofs. 
I. If {cn}g" is a normal sequence, U"'.(x)fV"'.(x) (p,, v=O, 1, 2, ... ) the set 
of Pade fractions for C(x)=co+c1x+c2x2+ ... and l an arbitrary but fixed 
integer ~0, then the system of polynomials {xnVn,n+Z(x-l)}g" is orthogonal 
with respect to the sequence CHI, cz+2, CHa, .... The system is said to be 
associated with the diagonal of order l, owing to the geometrical configuration 
formed by the squares (n, n+l) in the Pade table. 
II. Under the same assumptions as in I, the systems {x2nVn,n+Z(x-2)}g" 
and {x2n+1 V n,n+Z+l(x-2)}g" together form an orthogonal system of polynomials 
'With respect to the sequence Cz+!, 0, CH2, 0, .... This system of orthogonal 
polynomials is referred to as associated with the step line of order l. 
We now turn to an arbitrary k-normal Pade table. We first give 
Definition 4.1. Let {dn}g" be a k-normal sequence and D=.Q~> a 
linear functional defined on the space W by .Q(xn)=dn+kl+k• (n=O, 1, 2, ... ). 
Let P n and Qm be two arbitrary elements of W, with degrees n and m respectively 
and n=nk·k+r, m=mk·k+s, where nk and mk are non-negative integers 
and r and s integers satisfying 0 ~ r < k, 0 ~ s < k. If 
P nk·k+r(x) = poxnk·k+r + P1Xnk·k+r-l + · · · + Pnk·k+r-lX + Pnk·k+r, 
Qmk·k+s(X) = qoxmk·k+s + q1xmk·k+s-l + ... + qmk·k+s-lX + qmk·k+s, 
the inner product of P n and Qm is given by 
(4:.1) (Pn, Qm)=D[Pnk·k+r(X)·Qmk·k+s(x)], {Put D(xi)=O, ifi<O). 
Remarks. 
1) The so defined inner product shares the following properties with 
the usual inner product: If P n. Qm, Rp are elements of W, then 
(Pn+Qm, Rp)=(Pn, Rp)+(Qm, Rp), 
(cXPn, Qm)=cX(Pn, Qm), 
(P n, cXQm) = ii(P n, Qm), 
(P n, Qm) = (Qm, P n)· (Hermitian symmetry) 
2) If k= 1 the inner product in (4.1) reduces to the inner product 
in (1.3). 
') In [5] these results are proved in a more general setting. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let {dn}g" be a k-normal sequence of complex numbers 
and l a fixed integer ~ 0. Let furthermore Ut,...k.(x)J Vtf.',kv(x) denote the Pade 
fraction on the k-block (kfl, kv) of the table for D(x) =do+d1x +d2x2 + ... , then 
the system of polynomials {B~(x)}g" defined as follows 
B m (x)-xkn+rV* (x-1) kn+r - kn,k(n+l) ' 
B (l) ( )-xkn+kV* (x-1) kn+k X - kn,k(n+l+l) ' 
r=1, 2, ... , k-1, 
Bo(x) = 1. 
is orthogonal with respect to the inner product of Definition 4.1. The orthogon-
ality relations are 
{ =Jnm·Pn,n+l+b n = 0 (mod k), (Bm B<ll) 
n' m =Jnm·Pn,n+l , n =/= 0 (mod k). 
(where Pn,n+l+l#O and Pn,n+l#O, follow from (3.2) with tt=n and 
v=n+l+ l, n+l, Jnm is the Kronecker symbol). 
Proof. We start with (3.2) which we rewrite here as (4.2): 
(4.2) Vtf.',k•(x) D(x)- Ut,...k.(x) = Pl'.xk,..+k•+k +0(xk,..+k•+2k). 
We put in (4.2), tt=n, v=n+l and make the substitution x --7- x-1 and 
multiply both members by xkn+kl+r where r is an integer satisfying 
l-:;;;,_r-:;;;,_k-1. We obtain 
( 4.3) n, (n+ ) kn.k(n+ll ~ xkn+kl+rVk* k 1 (x-1)D(x-1)-xkn+kl+rU* (x-1) = 
= P n, n+lx-kn-k+r + O(x-kn-2k+r). 
Now xkn+kl+rUZn.k<n+n(x-1) is a polynomial in x; therefore it follows 
from (4.3) that in the expression xkn+kl+rVtn.k<n+n(x-1)D(x-1) the coef-
ficients of x-1, x-2, ... , x-kn-k+r+l all vanish, while the coefficient of 
x-kn-k+r equals P n, n+l # 0. If we put 
xkn V* (x-1) -pm +pm x+ +pm xkn-1 +xkn kn,k(n+l) - O,kn l,kn • • • kn-l,kn ' 
we have the following system of equations 
(4.4) 
pg,)kndkl+k+r +pi~lkndkl+k+r+l + .. · + P~-l.kndkl+kn+k+r-1 + dkl+kn+k+r= 0, 
pg}kndkl+k+r+l +Pi1}kndkl+k+r+2 + ... +pr~-l.kndkl+kn+k+r+dkl+kn+k+r+l = 0, 
pg}kndkl+kn+k-1 +Pi1}kndkl+kn+k+ ... +pr~-I.kndkl+2kn+k-2 +dkl+2kn+k-1 = 0, 
Ph~)kndkl+kn+k+Pi1}kndkl+kn+k+1 + ... +pg~-I.kndkl+2kn+k-1 +dkl+2kn+k = 
= Pn,n+l # 0. 
expressing the vanishing of the coefficients of x-k, x-k-1, ... , x-kn-k+r+l, 
and the non-vanishing of the coefficient of x-kn-k+r. Using the linear 
functional of Definition 4.1, Q, we can write for the system of equations 
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in (4.4): 
(4.5) { =0,j=0, 1, ... ,kn-r-1, D[xkn+rvz .... Tc<n+zl(x-1) .xi] p 0 . k 
= n,n+li= , J= n-r. 
Let Mkp+s(x) denote a monomial in x of degree kp+s, then it follows 
from (4.5): 
Owing to the linearity of .Q we obtain 
(BJ:l.+r• Bf~+s) = 0, 
also it follows from (4.5) and (4.1) that: 
(p<n), 
(4.6) (BJ:l.+r• Bf~+s)=D[BJ:l.+r(x)·Bf.~+s(x)]=O, if s>r. 
Using the hermitian symmetry of the inner product it follows from 
(4.6) that 
also holds if s<r. From (4.1) and (4.5) it follows furthermore: 
(BJ:l.+r• BJ:l.+r) =D[BJ:l.+,(x) · BJ:l.+r(x)] =Pn,n+l I= 0. 
In the same way we prove 
{ =0 if q<kn+k (B<Z) B(l)) ' , 
kn+Tc• « =Pn,n+l+Ii=O, if q=kn+k. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
We have Bf~+1(x) =xkn+rV n, n+l(x-k), BJ:l.+k(x) =xkn+k V n, n+l+l(x-k). 
The orthogonal polynomials of Theorem 4.1 have therefore the following 
properties: 
1) Explicit formula. l =xm+PJ:1-k,mxm-k + ··· +pf!mxk+r +pg!mxr, B:f:(x) m =/= 0 (mod k), r= 1, 2, ... , k-1, 
=xm+p~±~.mxm-k+ ... +pf.i;.1lx2k+pRi;.1lxk, m=kn; Bo(x) = l. 
So these polynomials have the same structure as Endl's polynomials 
(compare (1.1)). 
2) Orthogonal sub systems. 
1 
By the substitution x -+ x~< we obtain 
x-r BJ:l.+,(x) = xkn Vt...k<n+ll(x-1) -+ xn V n, n+Z(x-1 ), 
x-k BJ:l.+k(x) = xkn Vt..,k<n+!+l)(x-1) -+ xn V n, n+Z+I(x-1 ), 
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where V".(x) denotes the Pade denominator on (f.l, 'P) in the normal table 
for O(x)=c0 +c1x+c2x2+ ... , where Cn=dkn (n=O, 1, 2, ... ).The systems 
{xnVn,n+z(x-1)}~ and {xnVn,n+l+l(x-1)}~ are orthogonal with respect to 
the sequences C1+1, cl+2, cl+a, ... and cz+2, cl+s, Cz+4, ... respectively. 
3) If {en}~ denotes a normal sequence of complex numbers and l an 
arbitrary but fixed integer ~ 0, then the two systems of monic polynomials 
in an indeterminate x orthogonal with respect to the sequences cz+l, C1+2, 
cl+s, . . . and C1+2, Cz+s, Cz+4, . . . respectively, can be united to a single 
orthogonal system by the substitution x ---?>- xk and the adding of a factor 
xr ( r is an integer satisfying ( 1 ~ r ~ k- 1) to the polynomials of the first 
system. The new system is orthogonal with respect to the sequence 
{dkl+k+n}~ (dkn=Cn, n=O, 1, 2, ... ). 
5. The lacunary polynomials of E. Frank [3]. 
FRANK studied the orthogonality properties of 0-fractions. A 0-fraction 
is a continued fraction of the form 
(5.1) 
where the ext (i= 1, 2, 3, ... ) denote positive integers. 
For such a fraction there exists a uniquely determined power series 
(5.2) 
coinciding up to the term in af'l+"!!+ ... +":»+I with the power series expansion 
for the approximant Ap(x)fBp(x) of the continued fraction in (5.1). FRANK 
showed that the polynomials B~(x) defined by 
(where Sp and tp are the degrees of Ap(x) and of Bp(x) respectively), are 
orthogonal with respect to the sequence c1, c2, ca, .... 
If the integers ext (i= 1, 2, 3, ... ) satisfy 
where w is an integer ~0, then the approximants Ap(x)jBp(x) belong to 
the Pade table for the series in (5.2). In this case the system of polynomials 
{ B;(x)}~ can be written as follows l B;P(x) = xUp+"' B2p(x-1 ), gp = IX2 + 1X4 + ... + IX2p, (5.4) B;P+ 1(x)=xhp+IB2p+l(x-1), hp=cx1+~s+ ... +cx2~-1, __ 
(p-0, 1, 2, ... , IX-1-IX0-0). 
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If ()(,1=k (i=1, 2, 3, ... )then the relations (5.3) clearly can be satisfied 
with values for w equal to 1, 2, ... , k-1. It follows from FRANK's results 
that the polynomials Bp(x), now are the Pade denominators on the two 
diagonals of k-blocks: (0, 0), (k, k), (2k, 2k), . . . and (0, k), (k, 2k), 
(2k, 3k), ... in the Pade table for the series in (5.2). 
The system obtained from (5.4) by putting ()(,t=k (i= 1, 2, 3, ... ) is a 
special case (l = 0) of the infinitely many systems connected with such 
a table (Compare section 4). 
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